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Preface
The poem is process. A production process. But not a process toward some final product. The poem has no final answer-you cannot say what it means in the end-because the poem always moves along before you can say it. In a sense, the poem is an act of refusal. Before producing sense, the poem refuses sense. Not entirely (or sometimes entirely), but refuses sense for the moment. The poem puts sense in its place, semantics in equal measure to the nonsemantic aspects of words, the abstract grammar of language and the concrete presence of the words themselves (typescript, handwriting, voice, digital image). The poetry of the poem resides not in its meaning, but in its musicality: the aural resonance created by the sound of one word next to another word, words on top of words. The spatial resonance of marks and symbols set against the page, the screen, the sidewalk. The physical resonance, the way one's head rings, the way the poet holds on to the time and space of the audience, the way words come through your stereo speakers and knock on your chest. And yes, the erotic, emotional resonance, the feeling the poem leaves on your skin or in your head or on your heart. Only at this point does the semantic sense of the text reenter into context: amidst the multiplied resonances of the poem one finds sense, creates new sense, starts making sense where no sense was before. All of this may take a flash of a moment to occur, or it may take years or decades of concerted study. In any event, the poem is the process by which all of this comes to pass. And once it passes, the poem must be read again. The process continues. The poem always changes in relation to the time and space in which it is produced, reproduced, and received. Text is always a function of context. You cannot say what the poem means in the end. But you can work through its process, and within its process.
However, because the poem is process, the poem is not the thing to which most contemporary scholars will turn in order to fix the meaning of culture, identity, or history. Despite the importance of context, the poetic process can appear to be self-organizing and selfcontained. The poem can rapidly become an exercise in its own formality, whereby certain structural properties of language, certain sound-effects, certain sense-effects are all elicited without having much relation to the world around the poem. The American New Critics called this the "well-wrought urn," a perfect creation, left by some unknowable master, replete with its own internal tensions and manners. The Structuralists likewise viewed the poem as the ultimate expression of the abstract language system, as a self-operating machine of language. In short, for these schools of the twentieth century, the poem held a privileged place in literary and cultural scholarship. The refusal of sense inherent to the poetic process came to maximize the impression of poetry as the highest, purest form of linguistic expression. Yet the refusal of sense also came to be seen as a lack of engagement with the real world, as if the poem/urn/machine were "above all that."
This sense of privilege has also necessarily been interpreted as socioeconomic privilege. Post-structuralism and deconstruction accomplished necessary work with respect to the institutions of cultural scholarship and cultural power, and their relations to class antagonisms. After deconstruction, language could not be accepted de facto as natural, but rather always socially constructed. Any use of language, particularly written language, published in historical, cultural, or otherwise social discourses could likewise never be taken out-of-hand as fully naturalized. It was finally recognized, for instance, that poetry had no natural place of privilege over prose, journalism, film scripts, or even comic books and advertisements. Rather, its privilege was by and large the product of the power invested in it historically by educational, academic, and cultural institutions. There can be no mistake, therefore, of the shift over the past half-century to narrative-prose narrative-as the predominant focus of cultural studies. If one understands how certain socially constructed narratives of history and nation come to accumulate power, then it stands to reason that you can understand how these narratives might be altered, and how narratives of other histories and nations might be validated. The formalism and formality of poetry appeared to be ill-suited to such tasks.
Yet we should notice here that the problem is not with poetry or the poetic itself, but with how poems and poetics have been read. The process of poetry always stands in relation to time and space. Thus, the process of poetry always relates to its historical, material, and spatial contexts. Indeed as I would like to show in this book, the poem can even devour its time and space.
Why Read?
This book poses difficult questions: How does the process of poetry relate to larger historical processes of culture, politics, and economics in the American Hemisphere? Why is poetry necessary to understanding the Americas as temporal, spatial, and historico-cultural contexts?
The growth of Hemispheric, Inter-American cultural studies has been nothing short of impressive over the past decade. When I began the present project almost a decade ago, such a thing as Inter-American studies scarcely existed in literary-cultural studies. True a few trailblazing figures such as Earl Fitz, Djelal Kadir, and Vera Kutzinski had published substantive works, but these did not in themselves manage to coalesce into a distinct discipline or subdiscipline of "Hemispheric American Studies." 1 Instead, "American Studies" in the U.S. academy was understood to mean "U.S. Studies" only, and even its decidedly "Anglo" bent often did not include English-speaking Canada or the Caribbean. The use of "American" to mean "U.S." was even institutionalized in the very name of the American Studies Association (ASA). (For the remainder of this study, "American" means "of the Americas"; "U.S.-American" means, well, "U.S.-American.") Latin American studies has a separate trade organization, the Latin American Studies Association (LASA), the membership of which-if I may be so bold to generalize-has tended to regard the ASA with suspicion, if LASA regards it at all. Even within Latin American cultural studies, Spanish America and Brazil were usually studied in isolation-with minimal crossover. With American literary-cultural studies split into several distinct spheres (North America, Spanish America, Brazil, also Francophone Caribbean and Quebec), truly inter-American comparative work in the last half of the twentieth century was spearheaded by social scientists and diplomats who tended to have a specific geopolitical agenda. Until only recently, that is, Hemispheric studies have largely served the Organization of American States, the Inter-American Development Bank, International Monetary Fund, World Bank-organizations promoting either the hegemony of the United States or that of global capitalism.
Since the turn of the twenty-first century, however, something remarkable has occurred. The ASA speaks openly of "internationalizing" American studies, so as to correct the biases of American Exceptionalism. This veritable sea change in Anglo-American studies (at least at the institutional level) has been accompanied by, if not led directly to, extended anthologies and monographs in the field, notably written or edited by Donald Pease, Werner Sollors, and Anna Brickhouse. 2 Whether such scholars have successfully shed any and all hints of Exceptionalism remains a point of heated debate, of course, as witnessed by a special issue of PMLA on "Globalizing American Studies" edited by Djelal Kadir, especially in Djelal's pointed critique of Pease. 3 Nevertheless, "hemispheric" and "international" have become the keywords of the day.
Concurrent to these developments in Anglo-American studies, Latin American cultural studies have undergone their own remarkable transformations. A generation ago, Latin Americanists appeared committed to a certain form of regional insularity, perhaps justifiably so. The region was perceived (not incorrectly, by the way) to be afflicted by its dependence on the "First World," so that developing a distinctly Latin American cultural theory-to read and understand Latin America on its own terms-became an urgent task. This effort was led by Roberto Fernández Retamar, who in addition to his official role in Cuba's Casa de las Américas also penned the seminal works Para una teoría de la literatura hispanoamericana and the beautiful Calibán. 4 By the 1980s and early 1990s, a few exceptional figures did begin to call for more "openness," notably the Argentinean/ Brazilian critic Jorge Schwartz in his essay "¡Abajo Tordesillas!" 5 U.S. scholars such as Earl Fitz and Richard Morse began sketching out-although not theorizing-means of a comparative Anglo-Latin American field. 6 Yet such exceptions were just that . . . exceptional.
The cultures, but also the central presence of Latinos and Latin American culture in the north. The significance of this emergence cannot be underestimated. Key concepts of contemporary cultural studies-"hybridity," "border," "deterritorialization"-cannot be utilized in contemporary scholarship without mentioning the work of Gloria Anzaldúa, José David Saldívar, Nestor García Canclini, or Walter Mignolo, to name but a few. 10 In short, there is no question that, far from remaining "derivative" of trends in France and the United States, Latino and Latin American studies and theory have moved to the forefront of cultural studies worldwide.
In light of these developments, we can say with a good measure of confidence that both Anglo-American Studies and Latin American Studies have "embraced" the outside world since 1990. The transformation in both fields has been one from a state of relative closure, in which geo-cultural regions were thought to be unique, exceptional, and/or special to one of relative openness, in which connections, migrations, and exchanges between Anglo and Latin, North and South, assume primary critical importance.
But what has really brought about these "tectonic" shifts in both Anglo and Latin American studies? As I just mentioned, Hemispheric American studies have existed for some time now, just not in the realm of cultural studies in the humanities. Hemispheric American studies have a much more extensive history in the "quantitative" social sciences, and in correlative professional spheres of international relations, politics, and commerce. And in an "obverse" way, politics, economics, and social science have driven cultural scholars to think "hemispherically." Economic crises across Latin America and the Caribbean in the 1970s and 1980s-combined with political oppression supported directly and indirectly by the United States and Canadadrove large populations of Latin Americans to relocate northward. The United States and Canada have long been "Latin" countries in their way, of course: Québec, the U.S. Southwest, Louisiana, South Florida, and so on. Yet by 1990 it became readily apparent that a wholesale demographic shift had occurred in nominally "North" or "Anglo" American nations. Furthermore, after 1990 the Latin American economy began to expand again-spurred by accelerated globalization of the region's national economies. 11 Large, intercontinental economic spheres such as Mercosur, the Central American Free Trade Agreement, and North American Free Trade Agreement have been ratified since the early 1990s, with greater and lesser degrees of success. In short order, American governments and multinational corporations began to imagine an all-encompassing Free Trade Agreement of the Americas encompassing half of the planet. To a certain extent economic interdependence with the North has fostered an "Anglicization" of Latin American cultural practices, primarily in the adoption of consumer-cultural practices among more affluent classes.
Thus, it is no accident that interest in Hemispheric American cultural studies corresponds to the "Latinization" of Anglo America, the "Anglicization" of Latin America, and the political-economic integration of the Americas through globalized free trade. Even in the face of stiff opposition to neoliberalism (both in the form of popular movements and populist demagoguery), American nations have become mutually dependent. Cultural scholars generally remain opposed to globalization and integration, largely out of a sincere ethical obligation to oppose increasingly advanced forms of economic exploitation and political oppression. Nevertheless, we would be amiss to think that inter-American cultural studies have nothing to do with inter-American free trade: opposition to free trade has been born from the very practice of free trade. This is a dangerous position in which to find oneself. Power dynamics and spheres-of-influence in the Americas are in a state of flux these days, yet there can be no doubt that Anglo-Latin American relations have been marked by disequilibrium, with greater political and economic power exerted from the North than from the South. On one hand, the imbalance has created the impressionparticularly amongst Anglo-Americans (or academics working in Anglo America)-that Latin American and Caribbean cultures are underdeveloped, even though political-economic "underdevelopment" has nothing to do with cultural value. At the same time, Latin American scholars have, to repeat, viewed Anglo America (and Anglo-Americans) with suspicion as to their true intentions. The fear among Latin Americanists is that hemispheric Americanism would dilute the significance, the specificity, and ultimately the viability of Latin American cultures, even though cultural insularity is no longer acceptable. Their fear would be a real one, however, if Anglo-Americanists were to persist-tacitly or explicitly-in reading Latin America merely as an addendum to Anglo America, and in so doing disregard the impressive body of Latin American cultural scholarship (not to mention cultural production) that has developed over the past 150 years. This is perhaps the primary question posed by this book: In raising culture as integrally related, and perhaps forcefully resistant, to an integrated Free Trade Agreement of the Americas, how do we avoid creating a homogenized Free Trade Agreement of Hemispheric American Cultural Studies?
The Negative Space of Hemispheric American Studies
By raising this question I mean that Hemispheric American studies cannot be practiced without recognizing the institutional effects of that practice. Hemispheric studies are in the process of emerging as a defined discipline, but they are doing so "in translation" between the extant cultural-scholarly institutions of Anglo-American and Latin American Studies, each of which have already derived their own particular predilections, methods, and theories. At some point the institutional differences between the two fields will have to be negotiated, and I hope this present work will move Hemispheric studies in this direction. However, any inter-Americanist will immediately have to confront the questions of how and where to begin the work of translation and negotiation. Even Earl Fitz, whose knowledge of American cultures from Québec and Nunavut down through Patagonia is perhaps unparalleled, begins his Rediscovering the New World with the following apology:
My methodology in this undertaking has been to identify several key issues that seem endemic to literature in the New World, to select certain representative texts from each of the five largest New World cultures . . . and to read these texts against one another. . . . One of the daunting problems encountered in an undertaking such as this was precisely the issue of text selection, for not all the works that relate to any given topic could possibly be discussed. Given the multitude of issues and texts that are available for consideration, on what rationale does one pick certain ones over others? 12 Fitz admirably elaborates a methodology for his comparative study, and seems to suggest that this methodology will provide a basis for the theorization of the vexing multiplicities at play in different parts of the hemisphere. Yet he also stands down from moving beyond the methodology of thematic cohesion, and thus also stands down from an overarching theory of Americanism valid across the hemisphere.
The unmistakable goal of my own work, here and elsewhere, is to provide such an overarching theorization. To begin such work we need to assess the institutions of Americanism that have come before inter-Americanism, to "begin before the begin" as it were. But if we are thinking of institutional comparisons between different fields of American literary-cultural studies, we will find something quite stunning. Over the past century, Anglo and Latin American studies have been united only to the extent that they have afforded relatively little intrinsic value to American cultures. Traditionally, literary historians and critics have considered American cultures too "new" to have a defined culture, properly speaking; or they have viewed them as mere replicas of their foreign progenitors. In either case, Americanist scholarship-whether Anglo-Americanist or Latin Americanist-has viewed the "American" through a profound lack of its own culture.
In one of the earliest U.S.-American literary histories, for instance, Walter C. Bronson begins his 1919 A Short History of American Literature by stating:
For the first two centuries, indeed, our literature is chiefly valuable, not as art, but as history, as an expression of the spirit of the people and the times. Nor can its full significance be seen until we widen our view still more and recognize that American literature is one branch of the greater English literature, a part of the life of a great race as well as of a great nation. 13
All "American" literature (Bronson, of course, ignores the fact that "American" would be anything other than "U.S.-American") essentially exists as a mere extension of English literature-and an inferior version of the English at that, not yet "art" but mere historical documentation. Similar sentiments are expressed among Bronson's contemporaries. John Macy would write in 1913 that "American literature is a branch of English literature, as truly as are English books written in Scotland or South Africa." 14 We can make no mistake about it: both Bronson and Macy reduce American culture to the service of a single "great" (and very white) race. In doing so they tacitly suggest the "American" as a diluted offshoot of that race.
Generally speaking U.S.-American literary history has tended not only to deny value to the literature it studies, but to deny value to the "American," in general. In 1980, Robert E. Spiller would complain:
. . . [A]s recently as a half century ago, it was generally assumed that there was no such thing as an American literature. At that time there were no departments and few courses in American literature as such in our colleges and universities; there were no scholarly societies or journals devoted to its study; the specialists in American literary research could be counted on one hand, and to so announce oneself was virtually to commit professional suicide; and histories of the subject were generally deprecatory and apologetic. 15 Such institutional myopia seems to have been "corrected" in the aftermath of World War II, when the valorization of U.S. culture was perceived as a matter of vital national security, as a counterweight to Soviet aggression and propaganda. 16 Nevertheless, lest we view the depreciation of "American" value to be a thing of the past, Hortense J. Spillers writes in 1991:
The construction and invention of "America," then-a dizzying concoction of writing and reportage, lying and "signifying," jokes, "tall tales," and transgenerational nightmares, all conflated under the banner of Our Lord-exemplify, for all intents and purposes, the oldest game of trompe de l'oeil, the perhaps-mistaken-glance-of-the-eye, that certain European "powers" carried out regarding indigenous Americans. Misprision, therefore, constitutes law and rule of "Our America" in its "beginnings" for Europe. "Made up" in the gaze of Europe, "America" was as much a "discovery" on the retinal surface as it was the appropriation of land and historical subjects. 17 "America" in Spillers' view amounts to little more than a dream (or nightmare) "made up" for the advancement of European hegemony, which is a perfectly valid way of addressing the issue. All the same, according to Spillers "America" can only be defined under the limits imposed on it by Europe. Although she attacks the lack of agency afforded to Americans to define themselves in the harshest of terms, she nonetheless perpetuates this very lack of agency in her own argument.
This notion of lack as a constitutive aspect of American literatures and cultures is by no means limited to U.S. intellectuals either. César Vallejo, arguably the greatest poet from any America of any generation, writes in 1927 that "Today, as yesterday, the writers of America practice a borrowed literature, which goes tragically bad for them. The aesthetic-if one may so call that grotesque simian nightmare of American writers-lacks therefore, today perhaps more than ever, its own proper physiognomy." 18 Here, Vallejo may have been echoing the thoughts of the modernista poet, Rubén Darío, who prefaced one of his masterworks, Prosas profanas (1895/1901), by bluntly stating that his work was "neither useful nor timely." Why?: a) Because of the absolute lack of mental elevation in the thinking majority of our continent, over which rules that universal personality classified by Remy de Gourmont with the name Celui-qui-necomprend-pas. Celui-qui-ne-comprend-pas is among us professor, correspondent academic with the Real Academia Española, journalist, lawyer, poet, rastaquouére. b) Because the collective work of the new [poets] of America is still vain, with so many of the best talents remaining in the limbo of complete ignorance of the very Art to which they devote themselves. 19 Such views are not limited to writers, but have historically been the province of Latin American literary critics as well. In arguably the greatest work of Brazilian literary history, the two-volume Formação da literatura brasileira, Antonio Candido states just as bluntly: "Our literature is a secondary branch of the Portuguese, in its turn a shrub of secondary order in the garden of the Muses. . . . Compared to the greats, our literature is poor and weak." 20 As late as 1992, in the introduction to the Borzoi Anthology of Latin American Literature, Emir Rodríguez Monegal takes a somewhat different stance: "It cannot yet be said that there is a cohesive Latin American literature, at least in the continental sense. . . . Latin American literature is more an intention than a fact simply because Latin America itself has never achieved cultural integration." 21 Although Rodríguez in fact names Latin America as a collective entity in a text that anthologizes literary work from the region, he nevertheless defines "Latin America" as a sort of intentional fallacy. Rodríguez's concern is not that Latin American literature exhibits gross aesthetic shortcomings, for in fact he introduces an anthology of Latin American literary genius. Rather, Latin American literature lacks an extant, integrative cultural space in the first place. Without such a space, "Latin America" can only be held as an immaterial prospect or intention of some future unification. Indeed, the view of "Latin America" as a promise geared toward the future emerges from a long history in Latin American criticism, dating in the twentieth century back to the work of Pedro Henríquez Ureña, and indeed as far back as Andrés Bello in the postindependence period of the nineteenth century. 22 Taken hemispherically, Americanist literary criticism has been caught-until relatively recently-in a peculiar sort of conundrum similar to the old Brazilian joke: "O Brasil é o país do futuro . . . e sempre será!" ("Brazil is the country of the future . . . and always will be.") Evidently, American culture (or at least literature) is not yet fully formed. It may not be inferior to Europe, but it nevertheless has a long way to go before it can move from belief and intention to reality. American culture is something that may be glimpsed, but nothing that has definition or form. Or rather, its form and definition always emanate from somewhere else external to it: its indigenous (Amerindian), Asian, or African roots to be sure; but more likely as a cultural extension of its European colonizers. Such views have dissipated substantially over the past 20 years, and yet they continue to linger still.
In terms of literary-cultural studies as an institution, the American has been, shall we say, spectral . . . but only if one believes in ghosts. My own view is that the material condition of the American histories is just that: material and historical. Yet matter and history are always in migration, movement that has made American cultures rather hard to nail down. The question of American cultural studies in the global or hemispheric sense, therefore, is not if something can be known, but how and why it should be known. The question is not if the American exists, but the process by which the American has been announced, how it has been materialized.
Or perhaps we should begin to frame the problem of inter-American studies around how the Americas continue to materialize, rather than merely accepting the region as already concretized. Perhaps the Americanists just mentioned have tended to confuse "process" with "lack." They have been looking for a culture that has been fully embodied or incorporated. Yet American cultures may only be defined as a process of integration, as an ongoing process of cultural migration and cultural translation. The problem of Hemispheric American cultural studies in such a context is not whether one can compare a text from one America to a text from another America. The problem is that to do so would tend to assume that a "Latin America" has already been differentiated, realized, and stabilized as a region and as a field of study, even if one finds a lack of cultural value there. Such assumed self-realization may then distinguish Latin America from an already differentiated, realized, and stabilized Anglo America that likewise lacks intrinsic value. And vice versa. In order to make comparisons, it seems, one must assume that one America has already been reconciled unto itself, and that another America already reconciled unto itself, in order to overcome the irreconcilable differences between them.
The Plan of the Present Work
Modern Poetics and Hemispheric American Cultural Studies therefore addresses several problems that will prove fundamental to the formation of the discipline:
What Is the "American"?
There is no such thing as "America" until the sixteenth century, at which point the hemisphere was named by foreign (European) cartographers. Furthermore, indigenous peoples of the hemisphere are in fact pre-American (not necessarily "native" American) since their cultures and societies far predate any existence of America per se. Indigenous peoples, rather, have been forced to become American, usually by means of violence and coercion, just as have many other subsequent cultural groups (Africans especially prior to the 1890s, many Asian groups until the 1960s as key examples). However, the mere naming of America after Amerigo Vespucci is not the sole determining factor of what America is, or what an American is. The "American" comes into being as a result of migration and encounter. In other words, there is no such thing as "American" until two extant cultures meet and are thereby compelled to communicate, even if this results in miscommunication. As secondary (and very strange) consequences of this fact, the "American" simultaneously exists only in modern historical time (post-1492), and is therefore cut off from any historical origin. That is, the real historical "origin" of the Americas is in fact a present, continuing historical process of cultural migration, encounter, and translation between populations. Yet these populations will always locate their "true" historical and cultural origins in another time and place (Europe, Africa, Asia, preconquest, even if these are myths). The American is in fact the American.
What Is American Culture?
To say that American cultures are "multicultural" is not forceful enough. As a process of migration and encounter, American culture is always a matter of cultural translation. The process of cultural translation is best theorized and analyzed through the Latin American concept of "transculturation," a concept first coined by Fernando Ortiz and developed by Angel Rama, Antonio Cornejo Polar, Walter Mignolo, among others. 23 These thinkers see clearly that the process of cultural translation is not (just) one of acculturation or assimilation to a "dominant" culture; instead, certain elements acculturate, others "deculturate" and are lost, but in any case both "dominant" and "dominated" exchange culture, merge into one another, even if they remain overtly hostile to one another. This is how Latin American mestizaje has come to be understood since 1940, and I see no reason why the transcultural model would not apply to Anglo America as well. However, we should not be mistaken that transculturation results in telos, with the emergence of a fully formed mestizo national subject. The process of transculturation continues, and continues to result in more conflicts between cultures and ethnicities than it resolves. Any American culture is therefore best defined as "pluriform transculture" marked by continual historical tension and cultural conflict, even violently so. In this sense it is best to hold onto radicalized interpretations of transculturation, such as that of Alberto Moreiras's "savage hybridity" or "cannibalism" as developed by Haroldo de Campos via Oswald de Andrade. 24
What Is American Language?
Notably, there is no such thing-or more precisely, not yet such a thing-as a language called "American." Languages in the hemisphere are either indigenous/pre-American (Aymara, Tupi-Guarani, Quechua, Quiche, Hopi, Lakota, Inuit, etc.), or they are imported/ non-American (English, French, Portuguese, Spanish, Chinese, Vietnamese, Yoruba, etc.). If the Americas are, as Silviano Santiago has suggested, the "space in-between" (in-between different cultures and societies), then the true language of the Americas would likewise have to occupy a space in-between. 25 Since American cultures are always already "transculturated," that is, formed through cultural translation, then it stands to reason that the language of the Americas is translation itself. The problem, of course, is that translation is not a language in its own right, only a relation between two or more other languages. Moreover, as I and others have noted previously, the "good" translation is the one that remains transparent, whereas the "bad" translation is typically one in which the reader, listener, or receiver recognizes that something is being translated-it is not the original but a secondary copy. 26 To make translation deliberately visible or material is, shall we say, rather uncivilized and uncouth. As I state a bit later on in this Preface, and prove in the rest of this book, the problem of translation is particularly poetic.
What Is an American Subject?
This final question is by far the most difficult one, and the most incendiary insofar as it will lead directly to ideological conflict both within academic disciplines and between academia and the rest of the world. Perhaps the greatest historical question facing any and all American societies is the determination of who is American and who is not American, un-American. American political systems rest on the foundational question of who may receive full citizenship, and hence receive representation in the official realm of state power. In response to this predicament, the predominant mode of cultural
